This paper introduces a video based face verification system. Stereo vision and multiple-related template matching method are used to segment facial region from the background. Facial features are extracted for geometrical normalization and followed by illumination normalization. Faces are represented by normalized face images masking out some corner points.
INTRODUCTION
Face recognition in which face verification is a particular case has been a very active research area for the past two decades.
Many face recognition methods have been developed. The well-known methods are described in [l] [2] that including Template Matching [3] , Eigenface (PCA) [4] , Dynamic Link Architecture (DLA) [5] [6], Fisherface [7] etc. The training set and test set of these systems almost all are consists of static images, such as FERET [8] and Yale Face Database listed in [9] . In the early systems, only one image per person is available for training. Later, multiple images per person are used for training. For an example, 9 images corresponding to 9 critical poses of face are used to deal with the pose variance. Multiple images greatly improve the tolerance of pose variance. But it is difficult to have good generalization ability over all pose variance. The more the images trained, the better the generalization ability. The performance of a system depends heavily on the face representation methods that are used as features for classification. When the features are extracted from samples, some information for discrimination may be lost. The choice of classifier of the system is also important. Recently Support Vector Machine is proved to be a powerful tool for classification especially in case that only a limited number of training samples are available. It has been used in face recognition/verification that achieved highly competitive results [lO] [l 1].
In this paper, we deal with the face verification problem with direct stereo video as input. Face images of various poses are extracted from a continuous video sequence to achieve high tolerance to pose and the face is represented by the whole face region in order to preserve all the information for discrimination. The SVM classifier of a person is trained on face samples of his own against that of many others. The SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimization) algorithm proposed by J. C. Platt [12] is used in SVM training. In order to make the classes more condensed, face samples are normalized in geometry and in illumination before training. This is a prototype system for developing robust and automatic face verification system.
SYSTEM SETUP
The system setup is shown in Fig. 1 disparity map. As shown in Fig.2 , We segment the region with the lowest disparity as the region of the face. Coarse to fine correlation matching algorithm on the pyramid stereo images is used to speed up correspondence finding. In this way face area can be robustly focused from complex dynamic changing input images. This method is superior to other methods because it is robust when the background is dynamic or its color is similar to the skin.
ACCURATE FACE LOCATING BY MULTIPLE RELATED TEMPLATE MATCHING
Although the stereo method is robust, the face cannot be located accurately. To accurately locate the face on the result of stereo vision, a simplified algorithm we developed for face detection [13] in which only an average face based template matching procedure is used.
An average face ( Fig.3 ) is generated from a set of 50 mug-shots, of which each face is rectified by its feature points including pupils and corners of the mouth in geometry, and then is transformed to a normalized scale (50x50) and a gray distribution of the same average (128) and squared difference (64). The average face is subsampled to the size of 20x20 as the fundamental face template and ofwhich an eyes-in-whole template is cut out with the size of 20x8.
Given a template T[M][N] with the intensity average tT and the squared difference o, an image window R[M][N]
with R and R, the correlation coefficient r(T, R) is as follows:
At each point of the foreground image, firstly, the upper part of each scanned window is matched by the eyes-inwhole template, then if the match is over an eyes-in-whole threshold, the whole window is matched by the face template, keeping the maximum one over a face threshold as the final location result. Faces located in a video sequence are given in Fig.4. 
FACIAL FEATURE EXTRACTION
Facial feature points are extracted for geometric normalization. They are extracted in the facial region found in the last two steps. Many algorithms can be used to extract features. We use the algorithm described in [1 4 ][l 5]. Firstly, the two pupil centers are found via Hough transform in the threshold binary image. Other features are extracted according to their relative positions in face structure. The motion smoothness constraint and plane surface motion constraint are used to cross verify the feature points in the video sequence.
FACE REPRESENTATION
The faces are represented by normalized and masked face images. Facial features are used for geometric normalization. In our system, --iai feature ex ._ion 
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• two pupil centers and the center point of the two mouth corners are used to form an affme transform to normalize each face into a standard size of 48x48. Then we mask the faces into 21 12 dimension by excluding some corner points.
Because the center point of mouth corners are not as clear as the pupil centers, we shift the center point of mouth corners 2 pixels left and right to form affme transforms. The mirror face images are also generated since the face is symmetric. Fig.6 Geometric Normalization (left: original, middle: pose After those procedures, six face samples are generated from rectification, right: face represented) one image ofvideo sequence that will be used in SVM training to achieve better generalization performance.
Illumination is also be normalized to eliminated the influence oflighting changes. We use the SMO algorithm developed by J. C. Plat [12] for SVM training, which breaks a large QP problem into a series of smallest possible QP problems that could be solved analytically instead of a time-consuming numerical QP optimization procedure that resulted a very fast method to train SVM.
TRAINING SVM CLASSIFIER FOR FACE VERIFICATION
Our stereo video database consists of stereo video sequences of 140 persons. Each person has 1 to 1 1 video sequences of about 4 seconds in length. These videos are recorded during a period of over 5 months. In our system, each video sequence contains 50 images. The target person focuses his view around a circle towards the cameras when recording the video to capture various poses. 20 to 50 images are left after the video sequence is processed by face region segmentation and facial feature extraction because some images are deleted from sequence since these images can not pass the cross verification in facial feature extraction. After the normalization, each video sequence will have 120 to 300 face samples.
In our face database, 1 00 persons are considered as clients which can be verified when a person claims he is client. We train a SVM classifier for each client. To each client, we consider all the face samples of one sequence of himself as the in-class samples, and 99 sequences of the other clients as the out-class samples. Gaussian radial basis function is used as the kernel function. SVM is trained with C200. It takes about 20 minutes in average to train a SVM for each client. The training Table 1 . Some SVs ofperson No.1 are shown in Fig.8 . It can be seen that the number ofSVs is very small in comparison to the huge number of training samples especially the out-class ones that due to maximum margin discrimination criterion the SVM method has in nature. 
RESULTS OF VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT
To assess the feasibility and performance of our method, we cany out two experiments of false rejection rate and false acceptance rate. The false rate of the verification system is the sum ofthe two false rates. It takes about 1/60 second in average to verifying each face image on our platform.
FALSE REJECTION RATE (FRR) TEST
The false rejection means that the system wrongly rejects a client when the client's claim is correct. Other than those sequences used in training process, some sequences of corresponding clients are used to test the false rejection rate. These sequences varied in illumination and in face orientation taken at different time. Testing results of 21 sequences belonging to 5 clients are listed in Table 2 .
FALSE ACCEPTANCE RATE (FAR) TEST
The false acceptance means that the system wrongly accepts an imposter when he claims as a client. The sequences of 30 persons that have not been used in the training process are used as imposters to test the false acceptance rate. Testing results of 5 clients are listed in segmentation. Facial features are extracted for face normalization in geometry. After normalization in illumination, training samples are generated for SVM classifier. SMO algorithm is used for SVM training. In this way, geometric information that is used in sample normalization is integrated together effectively with template information that is used in statistical learning to achieve better performance. The experimental results on a large face database demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach. Most of previous approaches are restricted by the face database in which usually only a few views for each client are saved. It is difficult to achieve good generalization performance in principle. The video sequence can provide much more information about a face than a few images. Moreover, SVM is a quick and effective statistical learning tool that could be used in case of video, which contains huge amount of information. We argue that video based techniques will play a very important role in next generation face recognition systems.
Further experiments on various circumstances are to be continued. Methods that can fully exhume the potential of the video are still to be studied.
